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Abstract—Emissions of atmospheric pollutants from ships and
harbour activities are a growing concern at international level given
their potential impacts on air quality and climate. These close-to-land
emissions have potential impact on local communities in terms of air
quality and health. Recent studies show that the impact of maritime
traffic to atmospheric particulate matter concentrations in several
coastal urban areas is comparable with the impact of road traffic of a
medium size town. However, several different approaches have been
used for these estimates making difficult a direct comparison of
results. In this work, an integrated approach based on emission
inventories and dedicated measurement campaigns has been applied
to give a comparable estimate of the impact of maritime traffic to
PM2.5 and particle number concentrations in three major harbours of
the Adriatic/Ionian Seas. The influences of local meteorology and of
the logistic layout of the harbours are discussed.
Keywords—Ship
emissions,
PM2.5,
particle
concentrations, impact of shipping to atmospheric aerosol.
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I. INTRODUCTION

MISSIONS of atmospheric pollutants from shipping and
harbour activities are a growing concern at international
level and, specifically, in the Mediterranean area. The
continuous increase of global trade and of harbour services
made maritime transport a key contributor to atmospheric
pollution [1].
Nearly 70% of the ship emissions occur within 400 km of
land [2] and in-port ship and harbour-related emissions
represent only a small fraction of the global emissions
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associated to shipping. However, they can have important
impacts on air quality and climate on coastal regions as well as
on health of local communities [3]-[5].
The evaluation of the impact of ship emissions to
atmospheric particulate concentrations was performed, in
several harbours using different approaches. The first
approach is based on model simulations and emission
inventories, in which the main uncertainty is related to the
accuracy of emission inventories used [6]-[8]. A second
approach is based on the application of receptor models for
source apportionment of atmospheric aerosol looking for the
markers of primary ship emissions, typically Ni and V [9][14]. The main difficulty with receptor models is the nonspecificity of the markers that could originate also from
industrial releases or oil combustions [15]. High temporal
resolution concentrations and size distributions measurements
have also been used for identification of single ship plumes
and for quantitative statistical evaluation of primary
contribution of ship emissions to atmospheric aerosol
concentrations [16]-[19]. A recent review showed that, in
European coastal areas, shipping emissions contribute with 17% of ambient air PM10 levels, 1-14% of PM2.5, and at least
11% of PM1, further emissions from shipping may enhance
new particle formation processes in urban areas [20]. A gap
present in available data regards the homogenisation of
monitoring strategies and the inter-comparability of results
obtained in different coastal/harbour areas given to the
heterogeneity of the approaches used and to logistic and
meteorological specificities of the areas studied.
The objective of this paper is to give a comparable
assessment of the impact of ship traffic and harbour activities
to atmospheric PM2.5 and particle number concentrations
(PNC) in three important post-cities of the Adriatic/Ionian
Seas areas: Venice (Italy), Brindisi (Italy), and Patras
(Greece). The work was developed within the framework of
the POSEIDON project (Pollution monitoring of ship
emissions: an integrated approach for harbours of the Adriatic
basin, MED 2007-2013 Programme). The analysis is based on
an integrated approach using emission inventories and
dedicated measurement campaigns.
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II. THE MEASUREMENT SITES AND THE EMISSION INVENTORIES
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A. Measurement Sites

Fig. 1 From top to bottom: location of the measurement sites, detail
of Venice site, detail of Brindisi site, detail of Patras site
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The measurement sites are located near three major
harbours of the Adriatic/Ionian area (Fig. 1). The first site is in
the Northeastern part of Italy near the Venice tourist harbour
(Passenger Terminal). The second site is located in
Southeastern Italy inside the harbor area of Brindisi. The third
site is located on the North part of the Peloponnese peninsula
near the new harbour area of Patras (Greece). The three
harbours have significant differences in the typology of ship
traffic as well as in the volume of traffic and in the layout and
logistic organization that could influence the impact of
pollutant emissions on nearby urban areas.
The Venice harbour is located in a lagoon and it is divided
into two parts. Passenger ships dock at the Stazione Marittima
located near the urban area (specifically studied in this work,
Fig. 1), instead, commercial ships follows a different path in
the lagoon and docks at Porto Marghera harbour located in the
large industrial area of Venice at about 6 km WNW from the
measurement site. The measurement site is located at about 1
km S of the passenger terminal, in the Sacca San Biagio island
(45° 25’ 38.50” N – 12° 18’ 33.86” E), at the end of the
Giudecca channel, the navigational channel for tourist ships
moving to and from the Venice cruise ship terminal (Fig. 1).
On arrival, ships navigate through the Giudecca channel, with
engines on and accompanied by tugs. Departing ships follow
the same path out to sea. Prevalent wind direction in the
Venice area shows a clear daily pattern with winds coming
from NNE-NE directions, following a circulation from the
Alps mountains, mainly during the night and winds coming
from SSE-SE during the day, from the Adriatic Sea, especially
in spring and summer seasons [21]. This is an important aspect
in the interpretation of the maritime transport impact because
the measurement site is downwind of ship and harbour
emissions only during the night and the first hour of the
morning, however, it is rarely downwind of the emissions
between 10am and 10pm.
The Brindisi area is included in the list of SIN (National
Sites of Interest) for relevant and potentially dangerous
pollution, according to Italian Legislation (D.M. 471/99). The
municipality of Brindisi is characterised by a quite
complicated scheme of emission sources including urban
emissions (88500 inhabitants), harbour, airport, petrochemical
and power-plant emissions (there are three thermo-electric
power plants in the area), and industrial emissions. Near
Brindisi is present a large industrial area The Brindisi harbour,
with commercial and tourist ship traffic, is divided in three
zones. The internal zone (about 700000 m2 with 2 km of
docks) could accommodate at the same time up to 8 Ro-Ro
ships and it is mainly dedicated to tourist activities. The
intermediate zone (about 1200000 m2 with 3 km of docks) is
dedicated to commercial ships. The outer zone (Costa Morena)
is dedicated to the traffic of coal-ships, bulk carriers, and
small general cargo. Brindisi faces the sea towards E. The
meteorology of the Brindisi area is characterised by two
prevalent wind directions: NW-NNW and SSE. However, a
specific daily pattern in wind direction is not present. The
highest wind velocities are generally associated to the NWNNW directions. The Brindisi measurement site was located
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inn the intermeddiate zone off the harbourr near the passenger
terminal The Brindisi
B
site w
was a Mobilee Laboratory located
innside the harbor close (abouut 35m) to the passenger teerminal
buuilding (40° 38′ 43.32″ N–117° 57′ 36.39″″ E).

Insstead, in Veniice and Brinddisi the weigh
ht of maritime sector
is larger than that
t
of road traffic. However, if the Venice
V
missions are liimited to the passenger shhips, docking at the
em
sitte analysed, thhe emissions are slightly sm
maller than thhose of
roaad traffic.
TA
ABLE I
SHIP NUMBER AND PM22.5YEARLY EMISSIIONS (2010)
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Ship tipology
Passenger
Cargo
Fishing
Tugs
Others
H
Harbour
operationns
TOTAL

VE

Num
mber
B
BR

PA

1266
2825
19
533
4643

11191
8448
156
113
991
22299

2903
386
300
35
1050
4674

PM2.5 (Mg/yeaar)
VE
BR
PA
94
130
20
5
249

67.7
96.5
0.35
0.16
1.7
166.5

218.1
13.3
14.3
0.01
10.8
0.19
256.7

VE=Venice; BR=
=Brindisi; PA=Paatras

Fig. 2 Road traansport and harbbour emissions of PM2.5 in thee three
sites with
w respect to total emissionss of the area

The site wass facing (abouut 50 m) the water and feerryboat
doocks. The measuring
m
plaatform in Paatras was a Mobile
Laaboratory locaated in the neew port area (38° 13’ 74” N – 21°
433’ 12.36” E). The Patras harbour
h
area covers
c
almostt all the
cooastal zone off the city and it
i has three main areas. In Area
A #1
thhere is a marinna with a capaacity of 415 yaachts and boatts under
155 m length. The
T Area #2 is the north (old) port, actually
a
w
where
some caargo vessels m
moor; it is also
o used for lonng term
(several days) mooring of cargo ships. The harbour of the
fisshing fleet off Patras is loccated at the southern
s
part of this
arrea #2. The Area
A
#3 is thhe south (new
w) port used by the
feerries connectiing Greece wiith Italy. It beecame operational on
Juuly 2011. It coonsists of 4 doock stations annd it has 15 doocks, 11
off which can be
b used for m
mooring by poop. The breakkwaters
haave 1236 m tootal length. A 5th dock and two more teerminal
station buildinggs are currenntly under con
nstruction. It is also
fooreseen to build a 300 m coommercial pieer with a deptth of 14
m at the southh border of the south poort, as well as
a land
faacilities of 1440000 m2 foor cargo and accommodaation of
m
merchandise
traaffic.
B. PM2.5 Emiissions from SShips and Harbbour Operatioons
In Table I thhe volume of ship traffic annd their emisssions of
PM
M2.5 are repported for thhe three harrbours studiedd. The
em
missions for Venice
V
were obtained
o
withiin the APICE project
[222]. The emisssions for Brrindisi and Patras
P
were obtained
o
w
within
the CES
SAPO projectt [23], [24]. Results
R
indicaate that
thhe volume of ship
s
traffic is significantly higher
h
in Vennice and
Paatras with resppect to Brindiisi that presennts the lowest volume
off traffic. In Paatras the emissions are dom
minated by passenger
shhips, howeverr, in Venice and
a Brindisi the
t cargo shipps have
laarger emissionns with respecct to passenger ships. In Figg. 2 the
em
missions of the maritim
me sector, reelative to thhe total
em
missions are compared wiith the emissiions associateed with
rooad traffic. Forr the Patras arrea the relative weight of maritime
m
traansport emisssions are compparable with those
t
of road traffic.
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I
III.
MEASUR
REMENT CAMPAIGNS AND INSTRUMENTS
N
USED
Dedicated meeasurement caampaigns werre performed in the
sum
mmer 2012 in Venicce (between 03/07/20122 and
244/09/2012), in Brindisi (between 10/06/2012 and
222/10/2012). Measurement
M
inn Patras weree performed in
n 2013
(beetween 25/08/2013 and 011/09/2013) an
nd in 2014 (beetween
199/01/2014 andd 27/01/2014).. The instrum
ments used in Venice
V
annd Brindisi weere very similaar. A micromeeteorological station
plaaced at 9.6 m above grround level, based on a threedim
mensional ultrrasonic anemoometer (R3 Gill
G Instrumentts Ltd),
opperating at 1000 Hz in calibrrated mode, and
a a slow-reesponse
Rootronic MP1000A thermo-hyygrometer (C
Campbell Scieentific).
Thhe station wass coupled withh a fast-respo
onse optical detector
d
pD
DR-1200 (Perssonal Data loggging Real tim
me Aerosol Monitor
M
byy Thermo Electron
E
Coorp) used to
t
measure PM2.5
concentrations (1
( Hz). The pDR-1200
p
waas operated inn active
mpling mode (flow-rate 4 l/min) at 1 Hz
H and was eqquipped
sam
wiith a cyclonee separator (22.5 μm cut-ooff). Concenttrations
meeasured with the
t pDR-12000have been co
orrected to takke into
acccount the efffect of relaative humiditty (RH) usinng the
correction proccedure develooped in [25]]. A Conden
nsation
Paarticle Counteer (TSI, 3775 model) was used to meassure (1
miinute resolution) the total particle num
mber concenttrations
(PN
NC). The CP
PC was insttalled inside an air conditioned
sheelter using an inlet based onn a conductive plastic tube (2.5 m
lonng with 26 mm
m internal diameter) annd a stainless steel
sam
mpling head located
l
outside the shelter at
a about 2.5 m above
thee ground. Thee flow rate aat the inlet waas maintainedd at 25
l/m
min using a puump (Aquaria CF20e) and a portion (1.5 l/min)
waas directed, ussing a conducttive silicon tuube (0.5 m lonng with
6 mm
m internal diameter),
d
tow
wards the CPC
C passing throough a
silica gel dryerr, appositely developed inn the laborattory of
ISA
AC-CNR, (0.24 m long wiith 20 mm inteernal diameter). The
callculated peneetration factoor shows thaat the system
m was
meeasuring partiicle number cconcentration in the range 5-3000
5
nm
m (the latter is the upper lim
mit of the CPC
C).
In Brindisi thhe instrumentss used were very
v
similar too those
useed in Venice.. A mobile laaboratory was installed insiide the
logical
haarbour area equipped
e
withh the same micrometeoro
m
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daaily pattern off ship traffic iis significantly
y different in Patras
whhere traffic iss very limiteed in the morrning being mainly
m
concentrated in the central hoours of the day
y and in the ev
vening.
25

Fiig. 3 Average daily
d
patterns off hourly ship traaffic (gross tonnnage) in
thhe three harbourrs. Results represent the sum of
o arrival and deeparture
of ships. Thee Venice data arre limited to passenger ship traaffic

Tourist ship traffic in Vennice harbour is mainly asssociated
to
o large cruisee ships conccentrated in spring and summer
s
(8
83.1% of berth
hs are betweeen May and October).
O
Conssidering
crruise ships, in
n 2012, 61.3%
% of berths were
w
associateed with
sh
hips larger thaan 40000 tons and 22.5% off berths were of
o ships
laarger than 100
0000 tons (sou
urce: Venice Port Authoritty). The
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Brindisi

15
10
5
0
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
5 16 17 18 19 20 21 22
2 23

H
Hour
of the day
40000

IV. DISCUSSSION OF RESU
ULTS
p
of shhip traffic, recorded
r
duriing the
The daily patterns
m
measurement
c
campaigns
annd expressed in terms off gross
to
onnage summ
ming arrival and
a
departuree of ships fro
om the
diifferent harbou
urs, are reporrted in Fig. 3.. The data of Venice
reefers only to passenger
p
shipps. Results in Brindisi and Venice
sh
how a similar pattern with two
t peaks, thee first in the morning
m
arround 07am visible
v
in Briindisi and Veenice, relativee to the
arrrival of shipss in the harbou
ur, and the seecond in the evening,
reelative to the departure off ships, that happens
h
at different
d
ho
ours and it is early in Vennice. The Ven
nice harbour presents
p
allso a smaller peak
p
around midday
m
non visible
v
in Brin
ndisi. In
geeneral terms the
t gross tonnnage of ship traffic in Veenice is
sig
gnificantly larrger than thatt observed in Brindisi, even
n if the
nu
umber of passsenger ships iss not larger an
nd it is a conseequence
off the presence, in Venice, of large cruise ships.

Venice

20

PM2.5 (g/m3)

station used in
n Venice, a seecond opticall detector pDR-1200
onfigured in th
he same way as in Venice and a Condeensation
co
Paarticle Countter (CPC, Grrimm Aeroso
ol Model 5.4
403) to
m
measure
(1 Hz acquisition frequency) the total particle number
n
co
oncentrations. The CPC waas equipped with the same dryer
d
as
in
n Venice and
d the total ppenetration faactor had a cut-off
diiameter (at 50%
5
efficien
ncy) around 9 nm in th
he used
co
onfiguration. The system w
was thereforee measuring particle
p
nu
umber concen
ntration in the range 9-1000
0 nm (the latteer is the
up
pper limit of th
he CPC).
In Patras it has
h been used a mobile labo
oratory located
d inside
th
he new harbou
ur area. The m
measurementss of PM1, PM
M2.5, and
PM
M10 were takeen using an opptical detectorr TSI DustTraak DRX
85
533. The PN
NC were meaasured using a TSI CPC (Model
37
775) able to detect
d
particless in the size in
nterval between 4nm
an
nd 3000 nm.

PNC (/cm3)
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0
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15161718192021 2223

Hour of the day
y

NC
Fig. 4 Averaage daily patternn of hourly PM2.5 (top) and PN
concentrations (bottom) in thee different harbours. The error bars
represent thhe standard erro
or

The average daily
d
patterns of PM2.5 and PNC concenttrations
F 4. Resultts show that PM
P 2.5 concenttrations
aree reported in Fig.
aree, on averagee, slightly laarger in Veniice with resp
pect to
Brrindisi. The same
s
apply fo
for PNC conccentrations with the
exclusion of no
octurnal hourss. It is interessting to observ
ve that
NC pattern in Brindisi show
ws two clear peaks at 07aam and
PN
188pm that are superimposeed to the mo
orning and evening
e
inccrease associaated to road traaffic. These peaks
p
are also visible
in PM2.5 conccentrations evven if they are less evident,
pecially in th
he morning. T
The daily pattterns in Veniice are
esp
sig
gnificantly diffferent from thhose of Brind
disi. It is still evident
e
a broad peak in the morn
ning on both
h PNC and PM2.5
dence of an evening
e
concentrations, however, theere is no evid
ning peak in V
Venice is likelly associated to
t both
peak. The morn
ban sources and
a ship traff
ffic (that are both located in the
urb
sam
me general wind direction sector NE-NW
W, Fig. 1). Th
he peak
in the evening is not visiblee, on average terms, becau
use the
i typically frrom SE and th
he site is upw
wind of
wiind direction is
booth urban area and harbour.
The direct co
ontribution,  , of ship traaffic to atmosspheric
concentrations have
h
been evvaluated on 30
0 minutes aveerages,
usiing the appro
oach developeed in [18]. In
n this approaach the
periods in which
h the site is ddownwind of the
t source aree firstly
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selected. Successively,  is evaluated using (1):
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C DP  C DSP FP
CD



 P FP
CD

[5]

(1)

where CDP is the average concentrations in the selected wind
direction sector considering periods potentially influenced by
ship emissions, CDSP is the average concentrations not
significantly influenced by ship emissions, CD is the average
concentration in the specific wind direction sector, and FP is
the fraction of cases influenced by ship emissions. Results are
reported in Table II. The direct contribution to PNC is
significantly larger with respect to the contribution to PM2.5 in
all the harbours studied. This is in agreement with the
observation performed in Cork, Ireland [26]. This happens
because primary particles emitted by ships are predominantly
in the submicron size fraction and shipping emissions could
increase particle number concentrations in the ultrafine size
range [26]-[28]. The relative direct contributions calculated
for Brindisi are larger than those observed in Venice and
Patras. This could be due to the different distances of the
measurement sites from the docks of the harbour (it was larger
in Venice and Patras). However, it could also reflect the
different weights in the emissions (Fig. 2) and the effect of
local meteorology and micrometeorology. For example, in
Venice the air masses circulation make the measurement site
influenced by ship only in specific periods in the morning
(generally associated with ship arrivals) interesting about one
half of the entire passenger ship traffic.

[6]
[7]

[8]

[9]

[10]

[11]

[12]

[13]

TABLE II
DIRECT RELATIVE CONTRIBUTION OF SHIP TRAFFIC TO PM2.5 AND TO
PARTICLE NUMBER CONCENTRATIONS
Site
Venice
Brindisi
Patras

PM2.5
3.5% (± 1%)
7.4% (± 0.5%)
3.8% (± 1.4%)

PNC
6% (± 1%)
26% (± 1%)
11% (± 3.8%)
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